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Human and animal studies show significant delays in neurobehavioral development in offspring after prolonged
prenatal exposure to moderate and high ethanol doses resulting in high blood alcohol concentration (BECs).
However, none have investigated the effects of lower ethanol doses given acutely during specific developmental
time periods. Here, we sought to create amousemodel formodest and circumscribed human drinking during the
3rd and 4th weeks of pregnancy.
We acutely treatedmice during embryo gastrulation on gestational day (GD) 7 or neurulation on GD8with a low
ormoderate ethanol dose given via gavage that resulted in BECs of 107 and 177mg/dl, respectively. We assessed
neonatal physical development (pinnae unfolding, and eye opening); weight gain frompostnatal day (PD) 3–65;
and neurobehavioral maturation (pivoting, walking, cliff aversion, surface righting, vertical screen grasp, and
rope balance) from PD3 to 17. We used a multiple linear regression model to determine the effects of dose,
sex, day of treatment and birth in animals dosed during gastrulation or neurulation, relative to their vehicle
controls.
We found that ethanol exposure during both time points (GD7 and GD8) resulted in some delays of physical de-
velopment and significant sensorimotor delays of pivoting, walking, and thick rope balance, as well as additional
significant delays in cliff aversion and surface righting after GD8 treatment. We also found that treatment
with the low ethanol dose more frequently affected neurobehavioral development of the surviving pups than
treatment with the moderate ethanol dose, possibly due to a loss of severely affected offspring. Finally, mice
born prematurely were delayed in their physical and sensorimotor development.
Importantly, we showed that brief exposure to low dose ethanol, if administered during vulnerable periods of
neuroanatomical development, results in significant neurobehavioral delays in neonatal mice. We thus expand
concerns about alcohol consumption during the 3rd and 4th weeks of human pregnancy to include occasional
light to moderate drinking.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Prenatal alcohol exposure of the developing human results in a con-
tinuum of structural anomalies and/or behavioral and neurocognitive
disabilities that are termed fetal alcohol spectrum disorders [FASD]
(Sokol et al., 2003; Hoyme et al., 2005; Riley et al., 2011). Fetal alcohol
syndrome [FAS], first described 40 years ago (Jones et al., 1973) with
diagnostic features of facial dysmorphology, growth restriction, and
l Sciences, Box 70852, Quillen
son City, TN 37614, USA.

h Street, NW, Washington, DC
central nervous system/neurodevelopmental abnormalities, is now
considered to lie at the extreme end of FASD (Sokol et al., 2003; Riley
et al., 2011). In FASD, neurobehavioral deficits can include psychiatric
disorders and impairments in intelligence, executive function, learning
andmemory, language, visual–spatial ability, motor function, attention,
and activity levels (Mattson et al., 2011).

In the US, the estimated prevalence for FASD and FAS of 2–5% and
0.2–0.7% of live births, respectively, results in major public health issues
and economic costs (May et al., 2009; Riley et al., 2011). Annual cost es-
timates for FAS alone were $4 billion in 1998 (Lupton et al., 2004) and
could be expected to be much higher today due to inflation and when
including FASD. Despite public health warnings, more than half of all
nonpregnant women of childbearing age report alcohol use, and nearly
13% binge drink (Tsai et al., 2007). Annually, one in 8 pregnant women
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(500,000 pregnancies) report using alcohol during their pregnancy, and
nearly 2% (80,000 pregnancies) report heavy drinking (Floyd and Sidhu,
2004). Nearly half of all pregnancies are unintended, are confirmedwell
into the course, and are often followed by belated or inadequate prena-
tal care— all ofwhich could delay cessation of drinking (Finer and Zolna,
2011). Unfortunately, during the 3rd and 4thweeks of pregnancy,when
gastrulation and neurulation respectively occur, the developing embryo
is particularly vulnerable to ethanol insult, as documented in an autopsy
study (Coulter et al., 1993). Additionally, such early ethanol exposure
may increase the risk of spontaneous abortions or prematurity
(Jaddoe et al., 2007; Sokol et al., 2007; Aliyu et al., 2008; O'Leary et al.,
2009;Meyer-Leu et al., 2011; Andersen et al., 2012; Chiodo et al., 2012).

Prenatal rodent studies of heavy and acute ethanol exposures have
clearly identified two susceptible times in brain and facial development:
gastrulation, when the three germ layers are formed, and neurulation,
when the neural tube closes (Webster et al., 1983; Sulik, 2005). In a
mouse model for binge drinking during gastrulation, acute exposure
to a high ethanol dose produces a subset of severely affected fetuses
with ventral forebrain and facial defects, corresponding to those seen
in human FAS (Sulik et al., 1981). Specifically, structural forebrain
defects are seen in the olfactory bulbs, septal area, neostriatum, frontal
cortex, corpus callosum, and hippocampus (Sulik et al., 1984; Schambra
et al., 1990; Ashwell and Zhang, 1996; Sulik, 2005; Godin et al., 2010).
Additionally, in a rat model, acute ethanol exposure during gastrulation
results in a decreased number of neurons in two sensory trigeminal nu-
clei, and the trigeminal, facial and hypoglossal motor nuclei (Mooney
andMiller, 2007). In contrast, acute ethanol exposure of mouse embry-
os during neurulation produces abnormalities in the forebrain, cerebel-
lum, cranial nerves and ganglia, and facial structures with features
resembling the DiGeorge syndrome (Sulik et al., 1986; Kotch and
Sulik, 1992a; Dunty et al., 2002; Sulik, 2005; Parnell et al., 2009).

Behavioral outcomes for the offspring of such heavy and acute pre-
natal ethanol exposures have been explored in a few studies with rats
(Molina et al., 1984, 1987; Minetti et al., 1996) and mice (Dumas and
Rabe, 1994; Enders et al., 2005). A decrease of successful deliveries
and an increase of neonatal loss of pups have been reported in some
of these high ethanol dose studies, and tests of sensorimotormaturation
of the remaining ethanol exposed pups yielded few or no significant
differences compared to unexposed pups (Molina et al., 1987; Dumas
and Rabe, 1994; Enders et al., 2005). Prenatal studies found that the
effects of ethanol within a litter are heterogeneous (Webster et al.,
1983; Sulik et al., 1981; Schambra et al., 1990; Kotch and Sulik,
1992a). Thus, it is conceivable that in these postnatal studies the most
severely affected pups died pre- or neonatally, whereas less affected
pups survived but demonstrated few or no behavioral abnormalities.
Computational modeling studies comparing the effects of prenatal
ethanol exposure across species on neocortical neurogenesis indicate
that a significantly higher BEC is required in rodents than in humans
to produce similar neurodevelopmental defects. Thus, to predict similar
deficits, a daily peak BEC of 20mg/dl, reached by awoman drinking one
drink within 1 h on an empty stomach, would be comparable to a daily
peak BEC of 100 mg/dl in a rat (Gohlke et al., 2008). The prenatal histo-
logical and the postnatal behavioral studies described above showed the
adverse effects of high acute ethanol exposure (BECs well above 200
mg/dl), which are comparable to binge drinking (3–5 drinks per occa-
sion) during gastrulation or neurulation. However, not all pregnant
women who use alcohol may binge drink to this extent, but may rather
consume1 or 2 drinks before ameal on two consecutive days. This could
result in BECs of 20 or 40 mg/dl, respectively, comparable to BECs of
about 100 or 200 mg/dl in a rodent.

We chose a paradigmwith two goals in mind: (1) to explore behav-
ioral consequences for the offspring of such moderate or light social
drinking during either of two vulnerable periods early in gestation and
(2) to avoid losing ethanol damaged offspring before or after birth. To
mimic human drinking on an empty stomach, we delivered the alcohol
doses to pregnantmice by gavage (intubation) before themice began to
feed. Pregnant mice were treated with ethanol doses that resulted
inmoderate or lowBECs. Because gastrulation andneurulation take sev-
eral days in humans and could be susceptible to a consecutive 2-day ex-
posure, mice were given ethanol twice during either gastrulation on
GD7 or neurulation on GD8. The offspring were evaluated for their
physical and neurobehavioral development following published reports
for mice (Fox, 1965; Schneiderman Fish et al., 1981) and rats (Molina
et al., 1987).

We aimed to test several hypotheses: (1) relative to controls, ani-
mals treated with ethanol would be delayed in physical and neurobe-
havioral maturation, (2) treatment during gastrulation or neurulation
would differentially affect physical and neurobehavioral maturation,
and (3) relative to animals born on gestational day (GD) 20, animals
born on GD19 would be delayed in physical and neurobehavioral
maturation.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals

Mice were offspring from C57BL/6J breeding pairs, obtained from
Charles River (Raleigh, NC). Mice were housed in an AAALAC-accredited
animal facility, with commercial lab chow andwater available ad libitum.
A 12/12 hour reversed-light cycle was maintained in the housing room,
with lights off at 8 a.m. All procedures were conducted in strict compli-
ance with the policies on animal welfare of the National Institutes of
Health and East Tennessee State University. A single male was placed
with a single female from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m., and successful copulation, de-
termined by the presence of a mating plug, was designated gestational
day zero, hour zero (GD0:0 h). Pregnant females were weighed and
given a single cage with nesting material.

2.2. Treatment

Pregnant damswere assigned to 1 of 7 groups, consisting of 3 control
groups and 4 ethanol treated groups. The control groups were: (1) the
untreated control group (UC), (2) a group treated with vehicle by
gavage during gastrulation on GD7 (GC7) and (3) a group treated
with vehicle by gavage during neurulation on GD8 (GC8). The 4 ethanol
treated groups consisted of 2 each treated on GD7 or GD8 with either a
low ormoderate ethanol dose. Thus, the resultant ethanol groupswere:
(4) Low7, (5) Mod7, (6) Low8, and (7) Mod8.

The gavage ethanol dosing followed the establishedprotocol for intra-
peritoneal (IP) dosing of 2 treatments, 4 h apart (Sulik et al., 1981). The
moderate dose was 2.9 g ethanol and the low dose 2.4 g ethanol/kg
maternal body weight (BW), given in equivalent dosing volumes of
0.015 ml/g BW and prepared with solutions of 25% and 20% ethanol, re-
spectively. We chose the gavage treatment to better replicate human
drinking than the IP treatment commonly used, and to achieve lower
BECs.

Dams were intubated with a #7910 curved stainless steel needle
(Popper, New Hyde Park, NY) with either ethanol diluted in a rat infu-
sion diet (#F1657, Bioserv, Frenchtown, NJ) for the ethanol treatment
groups, or with vehicle only for the gavage controls (GC). To avoid intu-
bation on a full stomach, we had accustomed the mice to a reversed
light/dark cycle, so that the dark cycle and feeding period started at
8 a.m.; on day of treatment, we removed the chow until after treatment.
We chose the rat infusion diet as the vehicle to minimize possibly
detrimental short-term hypoglycemia of the embryos in the ethanol
treatment groups (Smoak and Sadler, 1990) by providing extra nourish-
ment for these dams. Our gavage treatment times with either vehicle or
ethanol solutions were based on prenatal mouse studies investigating
ethanol exposure during gastrulation on GD7:0 h at 8 a.m. and
GD7:4 h at 12:00 p.m. (Sulik et al., 1981), or neurulation on GD8:6 h
at 2 pm and GD8:10 h at 6 p.m. (Kotch and Sulik, 1992b). Dams were
weighed on GD0, the day of treatment (GD7 or GD8) and GD18 before
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parturition on GD19 or GD20. Damswere checked twice daily for partu-
rition. Day of birth (DOB) was designated as postnatal day 0 (PD0).

2.3. Determination of Blood Ethanol Concentration (BEC)

We tested 1–3 mice per group to compare the BEC time courses
resulting from IP treatment used in the prior prenatal studies (Sulik
et al., 1981; Schambra et al., 1990) to the gavage ethanol treatment
used in the present study. Both treatment doses of 2.4 g and 2.9 g
ethanol/kg maternal BW were evaluated. These mice were not used as
dams in the behavioral study.

Thirty minutes after ethanol treatment, the mouse was placed in a
tailveiner mouse restrainer (Braintree Scientific, Braintree, MA), the
tip of its tail clipped, and its blood collected into a 20 μl heparinized
micro-hematocrit capillary tube sealed at the bottom with Chao-seal
(Fisher), capped with a double layer of Paraplast and refrigerated.
Blood was collected every 30 min, up to 8.5 h, then analyzed in a
Perkin-Elmer Sigma 2 Gas Chromatograph with a Hewlett Packard
Model 3390A reporting integrator, using an ultra-micro method of
direct sample injection and internal and ethanol standards (Manno
and Manno, 1978).

2.4. Offspring experimental groups

Table 1 provides information on the number of litters and offspring
for each of the seven groups, whether DOB was on GD19 or GD20, the
neonatal survival data and the numbers of pups tested. Individual
pups in each litter were uniquely identified up to PD7 by permanent
red or black marker dots on their bellies. On PD8 the pup's sex was
confirmed when nipples on the females became prominent, and their
tails additionally were marked with colored rings. On PD21 the mice
were weaned, and males and females were placed in separate cages,
and identified with combinations of hole punches to their ears.

2.5. Outcomes

Unless otherwise noted,we recorded and analyzed the postnatal day
atwhich a pup reached a specific set of characteristics or behaviors for a
Table 1
Group characteristics.

UC GC7 GC8 Low7 Mod7 Low8 Mod8

N litters 13 7 8 8 12 7 7
N pups born
(alive and dead)

95 48 62 66 89 52 61

% pups dead at birth 7.4 10.4 1.6 4.5 4.5 1.9 3.3
% pups dead within the
1st weeka

9.5 20.8 8.1 22.7b 21.3b 13.5 9.8

% pups born on GD19 33.7 41.7 22.6 10.6b 70.8b 15.4 27.9
% pups born on GD19
survive

78.1 80.0 85.7 14.3b 74.6b 87.5 94.1

% pups born on GD20
survive

92.0 78.6 93.7 84.7 88.5 85.7 88.6

N GD19 pups 25 16 12 1c 47 7 16
N GD20 pups 58 22 45 50 23 36 39
N Male pups 40 24 26 34 34 19 30
N pups/litter raised
(mean ± SD)

6.4 ±
2.0

5.4 ±
2.1

7.1 ±
1.5

6.4 ±
2.9

5.8 ±
2.2

6.1 ±
1.2

7.9 ±
1.1

UC= untreated control.
GC7 = gavage control treated on GD7.
GC8 = gavage control treated on GD8.
Low7 = low dose ethanol treatment on GD7.
Mod7 = moderate dose ethanol treatment on GD7.
Low8 = low dose ethanol treatment on GD8.
Mod8 = moderate dose ethanol treatment on GD8.

a Inclusive of dead at birth.
b Suggestive differences (p-value b 0.1) in comparison with the UC group; comparison

based onWald test in a mixed model accounting for litter-level correlations.
c This pup is the only one in the category and is excluded from further analyses.
particular outcome, which we termed criterion. We also recorded the
time to complete particular tests, which we termed latency.

2.5.1. Physical growth and maturation tests

2.5.1.1. Weights.Weights of all pupswere recorded daily up to PD25 and
on PD65 to the nearest 0.01 g on a DI electronic balance (Denver Instru-
ments). Statistical analysis was performed for PD3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and
65.

2.5.1.2. Pinna unfolding. Pinna unfolding was recorded from PD2 to PD5.
Criterion was when both pinnae were unfolded.

2.5.1.3. Eye opening. Eye openingwas recorded between PD11 and PD14,
and criterion was when both eyes opened.

2.5.2. Neurobehavioral tests
We selected tests from previously established behavioral screens for

neonatal rats (Altman and Sudarshan, 1975; Molina et al., 1987) and
mice (Fox, 1965; Schneiderman Fish et al., 1981). All of the tests require
the development of both motor and sensory functions. Tests were
conducted in the animal housing room to minimize stress on both
dams and pups. Testing was done at the beginning of the dark cycle,
and only the table area for testing was lit by a small lamp. Individual
pups were given one test trial per day. Tests are described below with
the postnatal testing days noted in parentheses.

2.5.2.1. Pivoting (PD3–13).Each pupwas placed on the table and seconds
spent pivotingwith its forelimbs around the planted hindlimbswithin a
given 60 s time span were recorded. Criterion was the last day of
pivoting.

2.5.2.2. Walking (PD7–14). Each pup was placed on the table and
observed. Criterion was when the pup walked freely for ≥5 s on 2
consecutive days.

2.5.2.3. Cliff aversion (PD3–12). Each pup was placed with the anterior
half of the head and the front paws over the edge of the table and
given a maximum of 30 s per trial. The latency to withdraw the head
and entire body 1.5 cm from the cliff was recorded and criterion was
reached when the pup withdrew 1.5 cm in ≤5 s on 2 consecutive days.

2.5.2.4. Surface righting (PD3–11). Each pupwas placed in a supine posi-
tion on the table and immediately released. The latency to achieve
prone positionwas recorded, or timed out at 30 s. Criterionwas reached
when the pup could right itself in ≤5 s on 2 consecutive days.

2.5.2.5. Vertical screen grasp (PD10–17). Each pup was placed in the
center of a vertically mounted wood-framed piece of wire mesh
(20.5 × 23.5 cm with 0.5 cm2 holes) with all four paws touching the
screen. Latency before falling onto a piece of foam rubber was recorded
within a time frame of 30 s. Criterion was reached when the pup could
hold onto the screen for 30 s or climb upward to the top of the screen on
2 consecutive days.

2.5.2.6. Rope balance tests (PD9–16) with a thick rope (10 mm diameter)
and thin rope (5 mm diameter). Ropes were tightly strung over a
mouse cage, which was padded inside with foam rubber. Pups were
placed at the center of each horizontal rope, starting with the thick
rope and finishing with the thin rope, and latency (seconds balanced
on a rope) and criterion (balancing for 30 s on 2 consecutive days)
were recorded.
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2.6. Statistical analyses

BEC time courses were visually inspected for differences, but the
small sample size precluded formal statistical testing. Criterion and
latency data were recorded for the above tests and analyzed offline.
Latency data was used to determine the maturation span of sensorimo-
tor behavior. We define maturation span as the time between the final
day with the worst possible performance (timing out N30 s for several
variables, or immediately falling for the vertical screen and rope tests)
and the day on which the pup reached criterion. Wemade the assump-
tion that on the day prior to beginning observation, all pupswould have
had the worst possible performance of either 30 s or 0 s. We included
this outcome in our analysis to evaluate for cases in which, despite a
delayed onset of the behavior, there was a rapid “catching-up” of matu-
ration, to result in relatively normal arrival at criterion.

Both the criterion and maturation span outcomes are continuous,
and we modeled these responses using a multiple linear regression
with day of treatment (GD7, GD8), DOB (GD19, GD20), dose (GC, Low,
Mod), and sex (male, female) as categorical predictors. The regression
framework that we used is an established statistical method that ac-
counts for potential confounders when assessing the effect of a variable
of interest. The key strength of this approach is the ability to isolate the
effect of one variable while adjusting for the effects of remaining
variables. Potential interactions between predictors of interest were
considered, butwere not found to be significant, and so are not included
in the final models. Because pups are clustered within litters, we used a
multilevel model to account for correlations across pups within litters;
doing so allows the inclusion of all pups in our analysis rather than
sampling a single pup from each litter. Specifically, we use random
intercepts to model the litter effects by allowing litters to have higher
or lower average response values. Comparisons between UC, GC7, and
GC8 groups weremade separately from analyses of other covariates be-
cause the UC group does not have a treatment day. Significance for each
predictorwas assessed using aWald test with alpha=0.05. All analyses
were conducted using the R statistical computing platform (R Core
Team, 2013).

3. Results

3.1. Determination of Blood Ethanol Concentration (BEC)

Intubation (gavage) ethanol treatment resulted in markedly lower
BECs than intraperitoneal (IP) treatment after 2 doses of 2.9 or 2.4 g
ethanol/kg BW, given 4 h apart (Fig. 1). By inspection, the highest
peak BECs, achieved after the second ethanol dose, were considerably
lower for both the 2.9 and 2.4 g/kg gavage doses (177 and 104 mg/dl,
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Fig. 1. Blood Ethanol Concentration (BEC) after gavage (Gav) and intraperitoneal (IP)
ethanol treatment on GD7 of either 2.9 or 2.4 g ethanol/kg maternal BW given twice, 4 h
apart. N = 1–3 for each group.
respectively) than the IP doses (228 and 211 mg/dl, respectively). We
refer to the two gavage doses here as a moderate dose (177 mg/dl)
and low dose (BEC 104 mg/dl).
3.2. Group characteristics

Table 1 summarizes litter, pup and group characteristics. Treatment
on GD7, but not on GD8, lowered the pup survival rate due to peri- and
neonatal death of pups, indicating that gastrulation may be a stage par-
ticularly sensitive to any disturbance. There was an uneven distribution
of pups born on GD19 vs. GD20 across groups. For example, 70.8%Mod7
pups were born on GD19, whereas 27.9% Mod8 pups were born on
GD19. Because only one pup born on GD19 survived in the Low7
group, the Low7–19 group was removed from analyses due to small
sample size. Since DOB occurred either on GD19 or GD20, and because
earlier DOB could potentially be related to prematurity and delay of
developmental milestones, we evaluated our data using DOB as one of
the predictors.
3.3. Effects of predictors on physical and behavioral outcomes

3.3.1. Body weight
We analyzed pup weights on PD3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 65 using a

linear mixed model with fixed effects for PD, Tx (day of treatment;
GD7, GD8), sex (M, F), dose (GC, Low, Mod), and DOB (GD19, GD20).
We included random intercepts and slopes at the litter- and pup-level
to allow random fluctuations in birth weight and growth rate. Our
model indicates that PD is the most important predictor of pup weight,
which is to be expected, with a roughly 0.3 g increase in weight per day
for female pups and 0.4 g per day increase in weight for male pups,
keeping all other variables fixed (p-value for difference in slopes
b0.00001). Pups born on GD19 were, on average, lighter than pups
born on GD20 by 0.45 g (p-value b 0.0001); while not significant, it is
also possible that GD19 pups grew at a slower rate than GD20 pups
(p-value for interaction between GD19 and PD = 0.08). Pups treated
on GD7 were smaller than pups treated on GD8 by 0.25 g (p = 0.002)
on PD3 and this significant difference continued to PD10. The effects
of dose level were not significant, nor were interactions with PD or sex.

Fig. 2 shows the increase in weight over PD for all groups (UC, GC7,
GC8, Low7, Low8, Mod7, Mod8), separated by sex and DOB. This figure
illustrates the effects found in the regression analysis, specifically that
PD is the main predictor of weight and that the effect of PD differs by
sex. From PD20 on, males were statistically heavier than females, i.e.
on PD20 by 0.31 g (p = 0.006) due to a faster rate of growth rather
than to an interactionwith dose. We probed the apparent weight dif-
ference on PD65 between Low8 and GC8males seen in Fig. 2D using a
t-test for the comparison and found a significant difference (p=0.043).
However, since the sample size was small and this result is not
corrected for multiple comparisons, we hesitate to over-interpret this
result and suggest that future studies may explore this further.
3.3.2. PD of reaching criterion
In Tables 2A–2C, the mean PD (± SD) of reaching physical and be-

havioral criterion is given for each group, split by DOB. When sex was
a significant predictor for outcome, as for eye opening, surface righting
and thick rope balance, sex-specific data are also shown.
3.3.3. Maturation span
Table 3 represents themeannumber of days (±SD) that each group,

split by DOB, took from first consistent manifestation of the examined
behavior to arrival at criterion. Of note, pinnae unfolding, eye opening,
and walking are not included in the maturation span analyses because
the outcomes are dichotomous.
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3.4. Statistical analyses of criterion and maturation span

3.4.1. Comparison of untreated and gavage controls
To identify whether the treatment delivery method alone is suffi-

cient to alter neonate behavior, we compared outcomes of GC7 and
GC8 pups to UC pups (Table 4). We used a linear regression framework
with random effects at the litter level to account for correlations across
pups, and accounted for DOB, sex and control group as covariates. The
outcome of interest was the PD of reaching criterion and estimated dif-
ferences between groups; p-values indicate the significance of those dif-
ferences. As an example for the interpretation of the results, holding
DOB and sex constant, GC7 pupswere significantly (p b 0.0005) delayed
by 0.62 days in pinnae unfolding relative to UC pups. Overall, we found
significant delays in reaching criterion for GC7 pups relative to UC on
several outcomes (pinnae unfolding, vertical screen grasp, and thin
rope balance) with a suggestive delay in one (walking). GC8 pups
reached criterion significantly faster than UC on several outcomes
(pivot, walk, and surface righting), but were significantly delayed in
one (vertical screen grasp). There were significant delays in reaching
criterion for all tasks except cliff aversion and surface righting for pups
born on GD19 relative to GD20. Males were only significantly faster
than females for eye opening. Thus, given the potential confound of
treatment delivery on a particular GD,we compared the ethanol treated
groups to their respective gavage controls only.We found no significant
Table 2A
Postnatal day (mean ± SD) of reaching criterion for pinnae unfolding, eyes opened (females a

Pinnae unfolded Eyes opened, females Eyes open

GD 19 20 19 20 19
UC 4.0 ± 0.6 3.5 ± 0.5 13.2 ± 0.4 13.0 ± 0.6 13.1 ± 0.3
GC7 4.8 ± 0.4 4.0 ± 0.0 13.4 ± 0.5 13.0 ± 0.0 13.5 ± 0.5
GC8 4.1 ± 0.3 3.5 ± 0.5 13.9 ± 0.4 12.9 ± 0.4 13.0 ± 0.0
Low7 N/A 3.6 ± 0.5 N/A 12.9 ± 0.3 N/A
Mod7 3.9 ± 0.5 3.6 ± 0.5 13.5 ± 0.7 13.0 ± 0.0 13.0 ± 0.7
Low8 4.0 ± 0.0 3.3 ± 0.5 14.0 ± 0.0 12.8 ± 0.4 13.5 ± 0.7
Mod8 3.9 ± 0.7 3.3 ± 0.5 13.9 ± 0.4 12.6 ± 0.5 13.7 ± 0.5
differences in maturation span outcomes between the gavage and
untreated controls, and the results are not shown.

3.4.2. Criterion outcome for developmentalmilestones and neurobehavioral
development

We assessed sources of delay in developmental milestones and
sensorimotor behaviors across groups treated on the same day (i.e.
GD7 or GD8). We modeled the effects of DOB, Dose, and Sex on mean
PDs to reach criterion. We fit a random intercept model for all criterion
outcomes. Interactions between predictors were explored but found to
not be significant, and were therefore not included in the model. The
resulting estimated regression coefficients and p-values for GD7- and
GD8-treated groups are shown in Tables 5A and 5B, respectively.

As an example for the interpretation of these results, consider the PD
when pinnae unfolded for GD7-treated groups. For a pup j from litter i,
the fitted model for the outcome yij is:

yi j ¼ 4:19þ bi þ 0:49 DOB19 j–0:55 DoseL j−0:67 DoseMj

−0:18 SexMij þ ei j

where bi is the litter-level random intercept and eij is the pup-level re-
sidual. There were no significant interactions between predictors. The
reference group is GC7–20 females, whose pinnae unfolded on PD
nd males), pivoting and walking.

ed, males Pivoting Walking

20 19 20 19 20
12.8 ± 0.6 6.9 ± 1.2 6.6 ± 1.2 9.1 ± 0.9 9.1 ± 0.8
13.0 ± 0.0 7.1 ± 0.9 6.9 ± 0.7 9.8 ± 0.4 9.4 ± 1.1
12.7 ± 0.5 7.0 ± 0.9 6.0 ± 1.2 9.5 ± 0.9 8.5 ± 0.8
12.8 ± 0.5 N/A 7.9 ± 1.7 N/A 10.6 ± 1.2
12.9 ± 0.7 7.6 ± 1.9 6.0 ± 1.2 9.9 ± 1.4 8.4 ± 0.9
12.6 ± 0.6 9.4 ± 2.1 7.4 ± 1.6 11.7 ± 2.0 9.8 ± 1.5
12.5 ± 0.5 7.3 ± 0.6 6.7 ± 0.6 9.4 ± 0.5 8.8 ± 0.5



Table 2B
Postnatal day (mean ± SD) of reaching criterion for cliff aversion, surface righting (females and males), and vertical screen grasp.

Cliff aversion Surface righting, females Surface righting, males Vertical screen grasp

GD 19 20 19 20 19 20 19 20
UC 4.6 ± 1.0 5.0 ± 1.3 7.2 ± 2.1 6.5 ± 1.9 5.8 ± 1.5 6.8 ± 2.0 13.6 ± 1.0 13.4 ± 0.9
GC7 5.5 ± 1.4 4.8 ± 1.0 6.6 ± 1.3 6.8 ± 2.1 6.3 ± 1.6 6.1 ± 1.7 14.9 ± 0.6 13.9 ± 0.9
GC8 4.8 ± 0.9 5.0 ± 1.3 6.1 ± 1.8 5.7 ± 1.5 6.2 ± 1.3 5.4 ± 0.9 14.8 ± 0.7 13.5 ± 1.0
Low7 N/A 4.9 ± 1.6 N/A 7.2 ± 1.8 N/A 6.7 ± 2.0 N/A 13.7 ± 1.2
Mod7 6.9 ± 2.4 7.0 ± 1.7 7.7 ± 2.2 7.3 ± 1.1 7.1 ± 2.0 6.1 ± 1.6 13.9 ± 1.3 13.9 ± 0.7
Low8 6.3 ± 0.5 6.1 ± 3.0 9.2 ± 2.9 8.1 ± 1.7 6.5 ± 0.7 6.4 ± 1.3 14.3 ± 1.1 13.3 ± 1.3
Mod8 5.6 ± 2.3 4.8 ± 1.2 6.3 ± 1.3 6.2 ± 1.5 7.4 ± 1.6 6.1 ± 1.3 13.3 ± 0.9 12.9 ± 0.7
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4.19 (intercept). Coefficients are interpreted individually by “keeping
other predictors fixed”, i.e. by not varying dose or sex when examining
the effect of DOB. With this interpretation, GC7 pups born on GD19
showed pinnae unfolding 0.49 days later than pups born on GD20 on
average; pups exposed to low dose ethanol showed pinnae unfolding
0.55 days earlier than pups in the control group; pups exposed to mod-
erate dose ethanol showed pinnae unfolding 0.67 days earlier than pups
in the control group; andmale pups showed pinnae unfolding 0.18 days
earlier than female pups.

From the aggregated criterion outcomes in Table 5A for GD7-treated
mice, keeping all other predictors fixed and using GC7–20 females as
the reference, we see that: (1) relative to GD20, pups born on GD19
were very significantly delayed in all outcomes, except cliff aversion,
surface righting and vertical screen grasp; (2) relative to GC, pups ex-
posed to a low ethanol dose were significantly delayed in pivoting,
walking, and thick rope balance, but significantly hastened in pinnae
unfolding; (3) relative to GC, pups exposed to a moderate ethanol
dose were significantly delayed in cliff aversion but hastened in pinnae
unfolding, walking, and vertical screen grasp; and (4) relative to
females, male pups were significantly hastened in pinnae unfolding,
eye opening and surface righting.

From the aggregated criterion outcomes in Table 5B for GD8-treated
mice, keeping all predictors fixed and using the GC8–20 females as the
reference, we see that: (1) relative to GD20, pups born on GD19 were
very significantly delayed in all outcomes, except cliff aversion; (2) rela-
tive to GC, pups exposed to the low ethanol dose were significantly
delayed in pivoting, walking, cliff aversion, surface righting and thick
rope balance; (3) relative to GC, pups exposed to the moderate ethanol
dose were significantly delayed in pivoting and surface righting, and
hastened in vertical screen grasp, and thin rope balance; and (4) relative
to females, male pups were significantly delayed in thick rope balance
but hastened in eye opening and surface righting.

Overall, across GD7- and GD8-treated groups, birth on GD19was as-
sociatedwith significant delays in reachingnearly all criterion outcomes
(Tables 5A and 5B). Effects of low ethanol dose were more treatment
day-specific (i.e. GD7 or GD8), with overlapping significant delays in
pivoting, walking and thick rope balance, but specific with significant
delays for pinnae unfolding in Low7 mice, and for cliff aversion and
surface righting in Low8 mice. Effects of moderate ethanol dose were
likewise treatment day-specific,with overlapping hastening of reaching
Table 2C
Postnatal day (mean ± SD) of reaching criterion for thick rope (females and males) and
thin rope balance.

Thick rope balance,
females

Thick rope balance,
males

Thin rope balance

GD 19 20 19 20 19 20
UC 12.2 ± 1.6 11.4 ± 0.9 12.6 ± 0.7 11.4 ± 0.9 14.2 ± 0.6 13.5 ± 0.8
GC7 11.8 ± 1.3 11.6 ± 0.8 11.5 ± 1.0 12.1 ± 1.2 14.4 ± 0.6 14.2 ± 0.9
GC8 12.3 ± 1.0 11.0 ± 0.7 12.4 ± 1.5 11.4 ± 0.7 14.4 ± 1.1 13.6 ± 1.0
Low7 N/A 12.9 ± 0.8 N/A 12.2 ± 1.2 N/A 14.1 ± 0.7
Mod7 12.2 ± 0.7 11.2 ± 0.6 12.4 ± 0.8 11.3 ± 1.0 14.1 ± 0.7 13.7 ± 0.8
Low8 12.6 ± 1.5 11.6 ± 1.0 12.5 ± 2.1 11.8 ± 0.9 14.6 ± 1.0 13.7 ± 0.7
Mod8 11.3 ± 0.8 11.0 ± 1.0 11.4 ± 1.1 11.8 ± 1.2 13.9 ± 0.8 13.0 ± 0.9
criterion in vertical screen grasp, but GD-specific significant delays for
cliff aversion of Mod7 mice, and for pivoting of Mod8 mice, as well as
significant hastening for Mod7 mice (pinnae unfolding, walking, thin
rope balance) and for Mod8 mice (thin rope balance). Effect of gender
showed males with hastened eye opening and surface righting in both
GD7- and GD8-treated groups, and in pinnae unfolding in GD7-treated
groups.

3.4.3. Maturation span outcomes of sensorimotor behavior
We next evaluated the time a sensorimotor behavior took tomature

from the day of its first consistentmanifestation until reaching criterion.
As before, we analyzed outcomes within groups treated on the same
day (i.e. GD7 orGD8). To assess sources of delay, wemodeled the effects
of DOB, Dose, and Sex on influencing maturation span.We fit a random
intercept model for sensorimotor outcomes for GD7- or GD8-treated
groups; the respective estimated effect sizes (in days and p-values)
are shown in Tables 6A–6B. Models are interpreted the same as
for the criterion outcomes. For example, for the pivoting outcome in
GD7-treated groups, the fitted model is:

yi j ¼ 4:74þ bi þ 0:69 DOB19 j þ 0:98 DoseL j−0:76 DoseMj

þ 0:17 SexMij þ ei j

where bi is the litter-level random intercept and eij is the pup-level
residual.

From the aggregated maturation span outcomes in Table 6A for
GD7-treated mice, keeping all predictors fixed and using GC7–20
females as the reference, we see that: (1) relative to GD20, pups born
on GD19 took significantly longer to mature pivoting, but took signifi-
cantly less time to mature thin rope balance; (2) relative to GC7, pups
exposed to the low ethanol dose took significantly longer to mature
pivoting, but significantly less time tomature thin rope balance; (3) rel-
ative to GC7, pups exposed to the moderate ethanol dose took signifi-
cantly less time to mature pivoting; and (4) gender differences were
nonsignificant for all tests, except that surface righting approached
significance for the faster males.

From the aggregatedmaturation span outcomes in Table 6B for GD8-
treated mice, keeping all predictors fixed and using GC8–20 females as
the reference, we see that: (1) relative to GD20, pups born on GD19
took significantly longer to mature pivoting, cliff aversion, and thick
rope balance; (2) relative to GC8, pups exposed to the low ethanol
dose took significantly longer to mature pivoting and cliff aversion,
but significantly less time to mature thin rope balance; (3) relative to
GC8, pups exposed to the moderate ethanol dose took significantly
longer to mature pivoting but took significantly less time to mature
thin rope balance; and (4) gender differences were nonsignificant.

Overall, across GD7- and GD8-treated groups, birth on GD19 was
associated with delayed maturation of pivoting only, but with delayed
cliff aversion for GD8-treated pups and hastened thin rope balance for
GD7-treated pups. Low ethanol dose was associated with overlapping
delayed maturation of pivoting and hastened maturation of thin rope
balance. Moderate ethanol dose was associated with a specific delay of
pivoting maturation for Mod8 mice and hastening of pivoting for
Mod7 mice, as well as hastened thin rope maturation for Mod8 mice.



Table 3
Maturation span. Days to maturation of neurobehavioral outcomes (mean ± SD). Note: No significant sex differences.

Pivoting Cliff aversion Surface righting Vertical screen grasp Thick rope balance Thin rope balance

GD 19 20 19 20 19 19 19 20 19 20 19 20
UC 4.8 ± 1.2 4.4 ± 1.2 2.2 ± 0.5 2.5 ± 0.9 2.5 ± 0.7 3.4 ± 1.4 3.1 ± 1.3 3.1 ± 1.3 3.4 ± 1.4 3.2 ± 0.9 2.4 ± 0.6 3.1 ± 1.1
GC7 5.1 ± 0.9 4.9 ± 0.7 2.6 ± 0.8 2.3 ± 0.6 2.9 ± 1.0 3.2 ± 0.9 3.6 ± 1.4 3.2 ± 0.9 3.2 ± 0.9 3.6 ± 1.1 3.4 ± 0.8 3.7 ± 0.9
GC8 5.0 ± 0.9 4.0 ± 1.2 2.8 ± 0.9 2.3 ± 0.5 3.1 ± 0.8 3.7 ± 0.9 2.6 ± 0.8 3.2 ± 1.2 3.7 ± 0.9 3.2 ± 0.8 3.2 ± 1.3 3.6 ± 1.1
Low7 N/A 5.6 ± 1.8 N/A 2.3 ± 0.9 N/A N/A N/A 3.1 ± 1.2 N/A 3.6 ± 1.0 N/A 3.1 ± 0.9
Mod7 4.9 ± 1.9 3.9 ± 1.5 2.5 ± 0.8 2.5 ± 1.1 3.2 ± 0.9 3.9 ± 0.9 2.8 ± 1.6 3.2 ± 1.1 3.9 ± 0.9 3.2 ± 0.8 3.3 ± 1.0 3.7 ± 1.0
Low8 6.4 ± 3.2 5.4 ± 1.6 3.4 ± 0.8 2.8 ± 1.2 2.1 ± 0.4 3.9 ± 1.3 3.1 ± 1.3 3.0 ± 1.5 3.9 ± 1.3 3.3 ± 0.8 2.9 ± 0.9 3.1 ± 0.9
Mod8 5.3 ± 0.6 4.7 ± 0.7 2.4 ± 0.8 2.3 ± 0.8 2.8 ± 0.7 3.2 ± 1.1 3.1 ± 1.3 2.9 ± 1.1 3.2 ± 1.1 3.1 ± 0.9 3.2 ± 1.1 2.9 ± 0.8
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4. Discussion

This behavioral study was based on prenatal mouse models for
human binge drinking, which investigated the histological effects on
specific brain structures from heavy IP ethanol exposure. These studies
focused on the earliest vulnerable processes in brain development:
gastrulation (GD7; Sulik et al., 1981, 1984; Schambra et al., 1990) and
neurulation (GD8; Sulik et al., 1986; Kotch and Sulik, 1992b; Dunty
et al., 2001, 2002) and defined the time, pattern, and dose of ethanol
treatment to mimic heavy human drinking of 3–5 drinks in one session
on 2 consecutive days. In this study, we aimed to model a common
pattern of alcohol consumption, namely social weekend drinking,
characterized by 1 or 2 drinks on an empty stomach on 2 consecutive
days. As expected, the gavage treatment resulted in lower BECs than
IP treatment. This approach allowed us to assess the physical and neuro-
behavioral characteristics of mice acutely exposed on GD7 or on GD8 to
a low or moderate dose of ethanol. Our main findings were: (1) treat-
ment during gastrulation or neurulation had several overlapping and
some treatment day-specific effects on neurobehavioral maturation,
but few effects on physical maturation; (2) low dose more frequently
affected neurobehavioral development than moderate dose ethanol;
and (3) animals born prematurely were developmentally delayed.

4.1. BECs and dose nomenclature

We characterized the differences in BECs resulting from IP and
gavage treatment, and found BECs for IP administration were greater
than those for an equal gavage dose. Differences in BECs can be
explained by differences in ethanol absorption and biotransformation
with the different routes of administration, i.e., ethanol is directly
absorbed into systemic circulationwhen given IP, while it is firstmetab-
olized in the stomach and liver when given by gavage, resulting in a
lower BEC.

For many prenatal rodent studies, BECs vary widely. Using a similar
IP treatment paradigm for a 2.9 g/kg dose, others have observed peak
BECs of 215 mg/dl (Sulik et al., 1981), 500 mg/dl (Webster et al.,
1983), and 440 mg/dl (Godin et al., 2010). No BEC comparison is avail-
able for the lower dose of 2.4 g/kg given by IP or gavage. Because of
these discrepancies, we performed our own precise and accurate gas
chromatography analysis with appropriate quality controls, and found
that our IP dose of 2.9 g/kg resulted in a peak BEC of 228 mg/dl,
Table 4
Criterion outcomes, control groups, and effect sizes (days and p-values). Reference group is UC

Pinnae unfolded Eyes opened Pivoting Walking Cliff aversion

Intercept 3.50 12.95 6.48 8.88 5.14
Treatment: GC7 0.62 0.21 0.23 0.35 0.20

(b .0005) (0.068) (0.309) (0.054) (0.421)
Treatment: GC8 −0.02 0.01 −0.41 −0.38 0.11

(0.769) (0.863) (0.033) (0.014) (0.599)
DOB: GD19 0.57 0.41 0.47 0.39 −0.16

(b .0005) (b .0005) (0.010) (0.010) (0.458)
Sex: male −0.10 −0.22 0.15 0.15 −0.08

(0.148) (0.002) (0.364) (0.250) (0.631)
comparable to the lower BECs previously reported. It is conceivable
that higher BECs may have been found in other studies due to differ-
ences in BEC analysis technique.

BECs can be influenced by rate of ethanol administration (bolus, split
doses, or 24 h access to ethanol in a liquid diet or drinkingwater), route
of administration (IP, gavage, drinking), and context (on empty or full
stomach). Given themyriad factors affecting BEC, it is most appropriate
to use peak BECs rather than total ethanol dose (g/kg/day) to delineate
ethanol effects on offspring survival, development, and behavior. One
glass wine drunk within 1 h by a 130-pound person results in a BEC of
19 mg/dl, and 2 glasses of wine drunk within 2 h in a BEC of 39 mg/dl
(http://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/tools-quizzes/Blood_Alcohol_
Calculator). In a comparison of ethanol-induced toxicity in the develop-
ing neocortex across several species, similar deficits in neocortical
neurogenesis were in humans and monkeys after daily peak BECs of
20 mg/dl and in rodents after daily peak BECs of 100 mg/dl (Gohlke
et al., 2008). This indicates that primates are 5 times more susceptible
than rodents to ethanol-induced cell loss during neocortical
neurogenesis. Thus, a rodent BEC of ~100 mg/dl and a human BEC
of ~20 mg/dl may result in comparable sequelae; a rodent BEC of
~170 mg/dl and a human BEC of ~39 mg/dl (arising from ~2 drinks)
may likewise result in comparable ill effects. We therefore reference IP
doses of 2.9 and 2.4 g/kg (with peak BECs over 200 mg/dl) as high eth-
anol doses, the gavage dose of 2.9 g/kg (with peak BEC 177 mg/dl) as a
moderate dose, and the gavage dose of 2.4 g/kg (peak BEC of 104mg/dl)
as a low dose.

4.2. Effect of gavage treatment on development

In comparing the controls, we observed both significant delays (GC7
and GC8) and hastening (GC8) of time to reach criterion by gavage
controls relative to untreated controls (Table 4); maturation spans
were not significantly different across groups. The observation of signif-
icant delays in several criterion outcomes raises the possibility that ma-
ternal stress by gavage treatment on GD7 or GD8 may alone influence
neonatal neurobehavioral development. In rats, repeated gavage dosing
with lipid vehicles induced a long-lasting activation of the stress
response (increased adrenal output of corticosterone) in a volume-
dependent fashion; the authors suggest that dose volumes should not
exceed 0.010 ml/g (Brown et al., 2000). Although a dosing volume of
0.015 ml/g BW is standard for IP treatment of mice, it is conceivable
-20 females (intercept).

Surface righting Vertical screen grasp Thick rope balance Thin rope balance

6.80 13.10 11.51 13.37
−0.27 0.79 −0.05 0.52
(0.435) (b .0005) (0.801) (0.002)

−0.99 0.44 −0.21 0.13
(0.001) (0.007) (0.221) (0.391)
0.08 0.67 0.73 0.58
(0.770) (b .0005) (b .0005) (b .0005)

−0.29 0.22 0.14 0.09
(0.268) (0.107) (0.328) (0.470)

http://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/tools-quizzes/Blood_Alcohol_Calculator
http://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/tools-quizzes/Blood_Alcohol_Calculator


Table 5A
Criterion outcomes, GD7 treated groups, and effect sizes (days and p-values). Reference group is GC7–20 females (intercept).

Pinnae unfolded Eyes opened Pivoting Walking Cliff aversion Surface righting Vertical screen grasp Thick rope balance Thin rope balance

Intercept 4.19 13.19 6.90 9.36 5.03 6.48 13.98 11.38 14.06
DOB: GD19 0.49 0.34 0.92 1.12 0.22 0.48 0.37 0.61 0.30

(b .0005) (0.005) (0.003) (b .0005) (0.555) (0.205) (0.096) (0.003) (0.054)
Dose: low −0.55 −0.23 1.36 1.47 −0.07 0.64 −0.43 0.58 −0.09

(b .0005) (0.141) (b .0005) (b .0005) (0.866) (0.136) (0.095) (0.010) (0.611)
Dose: mod −0.67 −0.16 −0.50 −0.54 1.76 0.55 −0.48 0.03 −0.38

(b .0005) (0.203) (0.121) (0.029) (b .0005) (0.158) (0.037) (0.890) (0.017)
Sex: male −0.18 −0.20 −0.24 −0.06 −0.06 −0.67 0.17 0.18 0.16

(0.015) (0.030) (0.270) (0.717) (0.829) (0.024) (0.309) (0.237) (0.191)
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that this volume is too large for gavage treatment of heavier mice and
could cause a prolonged stress response. While most animal studies of
long-term behavioral consequences of prenatal stress are based on ex-
tended stress during late gestation (see review by Weinstock, 2008),
pregnant rhesus monkeys in one study were exposed to daily stress
during early gestation, and their offspring presented with reduced
neuromotor functioning (Schneider et al., 2002). In GC8 animals, some
criterion outcomes were reached more quickly than in UC mice. Al-
though there is no clear physiologic explanation for this, it is possible
that the liquid rat diet used as vehicle had a mixed beneficial effect
during neurulation. To avoid these issues in the future, behavioral
studies of acute and low dose ethanol treatment may consider using a
saline vehicle and a dosing volume of 0.01 ml/kg BW. Given the poten-
tial confound of treatment delivery method on neurobehavioral
outcomes, we thus compared the ethanol treated groups to their re-
spective gavage controls.

4.3. The effect of ethanol dose on postnatal outcome

The majority of human and animal behavioral studies focus on
chronic moderate-to-high dose ethanol exposure during part or all of
gestation, but a minority of rodent studies are based on acute ethanol
administration (see reviews by Driscoll et al., 1990; Becker et al.,
1996; Eckardt et al., 1998; Mattson and Riley, 1998; Guerri et al.,
2009; Mattson et al., 2011; Schneider et al., 2011; Valenzuela et al.,
2012). Three of the acute studies are relevant to the present investiga-
tion (Vigliecca et al., 1986; Molina et al., 1987; Enders et al., 2005).
These studies followed the ethanol dosing and timing of treatment
during gastrulation or neurulation used in earlier teratological studies
(Sulik et al., 1981; Webster et al., 1983). We used a similar protocol as
Sulik and colleagues, but treated by gavage instead of IP and added a
lower ethanol dose group (2.4 g/kg). Both our gavage doses resulted
in lower BECs than observed with IP. The higher BECs of the prenatal
studies resulted in a spectrum of effects on fetuses; the ones with the
most severe malformations were chosen to typify defects specific to
ethanol treatment during gastrulation or neurulation (Webster et al.,
1983; Sulik, 2005). These severely affected offspring are generally not
viable, and thus are not available for behavioral studies. Acute high
dose ethanol treatment in rodents during gastrulation results in signifi-
cantly increased perinatal pup mortality (Webster et al., 1983; Cook
Table 5B
Criterion outcomes, GD8 treated groups, and effect sizes (days and p-values). Reference group

Pinnae unfolded Eyes opened Pivoting Walking Cliff aversion

Intercept 3.42 12.85 6.02 8.45 5.21
DOB: GD19 0.61 1.01 1.08 1.14 0.33

(b .0005) (b .0005) (b .0005) (b .0005) (0.372)
Dose: low −0.16 −0.01 1.55 1.46 1.11

(0.142) (0.893) (b .0005) (b .0005) (0.004)
Dose: mod −0.16 −0.15 0.55 0.12 0.10

(0.078) (0.091) (0.015) (0.538) (0.779)
Sex: male 0.11 −0.21 0.05 −0.01 −0.33

(0.203) (0.006) (0.786) (0.969) (0.249)
et al., 1987; Molina et al., 1987; Dumas and Rabe, 1994) and during
neurulation, increased prenatal mortality (Webster et al., 1983; Kotch
and Sulik, 1992a; Enders et al., 2005).

Viability is possible with lower acute ethanol doses, where a dose-
dependent reduction of hemispheric and cerebellar length, width and
weight; a decrease of body weight on PD1; and a dose-dependent in-
crease in abnormal hyperactivity have been reported (Molina et al.,
1984). Thus, we anticipated that a lower acute ethanol dose would
result in milder deficits compatible with life, and that pups could be
assessed with neurobehavioral testing. To our knowledge, our study is
the first to acutely treat mice with a low ethanol dose and determine
several milestones of neurobehavioral development.

However,we did not find a similar dose-related increase of neurobe-
havioral and physical abnormalitieswith increasing doses (Molina et al.,
1984). We found more significant neurobehavioral delays in our low
dose groups than in our moderate dose groups. Although these results
may appear counterintuitive, it has been observed in prenatal studies
that ethanol effects are heterogeneous; that is, within a litter, one pup
may be severely affected while others are grossly unscathed (Webster
et al., 1983; Sulik et al., 1984; Schambra et al., 1990; Godin et al.,
2010). The mechanism for this phenomenon may be related to slightly
different developmental stages of the embryos at the time of ethanol
exposure (Dunty et al., 2001). The critical dose threshold, above which
an animal will die rather than survive with testable deficits, has not
been determined. It is conceivable that the moderate ethanol dose
was above this threshold, resulting in a greater loss of themost affected
offspring and a disproportionately larger number of surviving pupswith
minimal physical and neurobehavioral deficits. While there was an in-
crease in pups dead within the first week in the mice treated on GD7,
there was no apparent increase in neonatal deaths in themoderate eth-
anol groups treated on GD8 (Table 1). It is possible that intrauterine loss
and resorptionsmay have underestimated the death rate for this group,
but we cannot definitely conclude this because we did not assess dams
for resorptions.

Interestingly, we also observed that for some outcomes, the moder-
ate dose groups were expedited in reaching criterion relative to their
GCs (for GD7 treatment: pinnae unfolding, walking, vertical screen
grasp, thin rope balance; for GD8 treatment: pinnae unfolding, vertical
screen grasp). These findings require consideration of two alternative
explanations. First, ethanol could directly improve neurobehavioral
is GC8–20 females (intercept).

Surface righting Vertical screen grasp Thick rope balance Thin rope balance

5.76 13.65 10.99 13.55
0.76 0.96 0.61 0.90
(0.010) (b .0005) (0.002) (b .0005)
1.79 −0.34 0.53 0.12

(b .0005) (0.093) (0.010) (0.506)
0.68 −0.89 −0.08 −0.66
(0.019) (b .0005) (0.667) (b .0005)

−0.47 0.001 0.36 −0.003
(0.054) (0.996) (0.019) (0.983)



Table 6A
Maturation span outcome, GD7 treated groups, and effect size (days and p-values). Refer-
ence group is GC7–20 females (intercept).

Pivoting Cliff aversion Surface
righting

Vertical
screen
grasp

Thick
rope
balance

Thin
rope
balance

Intercept 4.74 2.31 3.67 3.15 3.13 3.62
DOB: GD19 0.69 0.10 −0.08 −0.03 0.27 −0.40

(0.039) (0.598) (0.766) (0.945) (0.179) (0.031)
Dose: low 0.98 −0.01 −0.38 0.63 0.31 −0.59

(0.010) (0.969) (0.200) (0.268) (0.175) (0.006)
Dose: mod −0.76 0.10 −0.46 0.67 0.49 −0.83

(0.030) (0.597) (0.089) (0.168) (0.621) (0.370)
Sex: male 0.17 0.07 −0.40 0.15 0.13 0.001

(0.481) (0.612) (0.056) (0.692) (0.525) (0.995)
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outcomes. To date, no studies have reported beneficial behavioral ef-
fects of prenatal ethanol treatment, making this explanation unlikely.
Second, ethanol could be protective against possible stress effects of
gavage administration, as discussed above. Thus, moderate dose groups
may appear expedited relative to the delayed gavage controls. In these
cases, apparent accelerations in development should be interpreted
with caution.

4.4. Effect of gender

Gender differences played a minor role in outcomes and are shown
when they occurred. We observed delays for females in eye opening,
pinnae unfolding, and surface righting. These findings are largely con-
sistent with previous studies. While significantly increased hyperactive
behaviors and deficits in spatial learning have been noted in female rats
exposed to ethanol during gastrulation, no significant gender differ-
ences in anymeasures of sensorimotor maturation have been previous-
ly documented (Molina et al., 1984, 1987; Minetti et al., 1996).

4.5. Effect of day of birth on physical and neurobehavioral development

Relative tomice born on GD20,mice born on GD19were significant-
ly delayed in reaching criterion for most of the physical and neurobe-
havioral tests. Across controls, delays in premature pups ranged from
0.38 days to 0.73 days relative to GD20 pups, supporting the decision
to use DOB as a factor in the statistical analyses. Similar delays were
found in premature GD7 animals (in pivoting, walking, and rope bal-
ance), and GD8 animals (in eye opening, surface righting, and vertical
screen grasp). Overall we conclude that prematurity leads to delay.

In human studies, late or moderate preterm infants (born at 32–36
weeks) represent N80% of premature births. These children experience
increasedmortality andmorbiditywhen compared to full-termborn in-
fants (Gouyon et al., 2012), and are at risk for school problems, lower
cognitive functioning, behavior problems, and psychiatric disorders
(de Jong et al., 2012). Premature infants show significantly lower scores
in neurobehavioral and development tests relative to term infantswhen
Table 6B
Maturation span outcome, GD8 treated groups, and effect size (days and p-values). Refer-
ence group is GC8–20 females (intercept).

Pivoting Cliff
aversion

Surface
righting

Vertical
screen
grasp

Thick rope
balance

Thin rope
balance

Intercept 3.96 2.30 3.03 3.77 3.14 3.56
DOB: GD19 0.88 0.36 −0.10 −0.02 0.35 −0.04

(b .0005) (0.030) (0.681) (0.970) (0.049) (0.824)
Dose: low 1.43 0.56 −0.02 0.46 0.14 −0.51

(b .0005) (0.001) (0.950) (0.361) (0.449) (0.011)
Dose: mod 0.60 −0.05 −0.09 0.11 −0.25 −0.48

(0.013) (0.759) (0.714) (0.830) (0.147) (0.011)
Sex: male 0.11 −0.02 0.06 −0.18 0.18 −0.06

(0.582) (0.895) (0.780) (0.603) (0.214) (0.711)
tested at term, 3 and 6 months of corrected age (Wolf et al., 2002), and
corrected ages of 18–24 months (Guerra et al., 2014).

Alcohol is associated with both mild prematurity (b37 weeks) and
extreme prematurity (b32weeks), the latter accounting for the greatest
proportion of perinatal morbidity and long-term disability (Sokol et al.,
2007). Jaddoe et al. (2007) reported a dose–response related tendency
between drinking one or more drinks during early pregnancy and low
birthweight, small size for gestational age, and preterm birth. Moderate
(2–4 glasses/week) and higher levels of alcohol consumption during the
first trimester were associated with preterm birth (O'Leary et al., 2009;
Meyer-Leu et al., 2011). In our sample, we did not detect a clear propen-
sity for prematurity associated with ethanol; for example, we saw rela-
tive to GC7, both a significantly higher percentage of premature births
for Mod7 pups, but a significantly lower percentage of premature
birth for Low7 pups.

4.6. The effect of ethanol timing on neurobehavioral development

We found that, relative to their gavage controls, ethanol treatment
on both GD7 and GD8 resulted in delays of reaching criterion for
pivoting, walking, cliff aversion and thick rope balance. Surface righting
was delayed for treatment on GD8 only. Our results confirm some of the
findings of two studies investigating the effects of specific timing of pre-
natal high dose ethanol IP treatment of rats during gastrulation
(Vigliecca et al., 1986; Molina et al., 1987). Similar to us, they found
treated animals were significantly delayed in cliff aversion, but only
when compared to untreated controls and not to vehicle controls, as
we found. They also found no delays in eye opening or the vertical
screen test. Unlike us, their treated animals showed delays in surface
righting, and had significantly lower body weights on PD1. We found
significantly lower weights from PD3 to PD10 of mice treated on GD7
compared to those treated on GD8. The investigators also found signifi-
cant delays in the horizontal screen test and opening of external audito-
ry canals, which we did not test.

One study treated mice on GD8 and, consistent with our results,
found a significant delay in cliff aversion and no delay in vertical screen
grasp (Enders et al., 2005). Unlike our results, they found delayed eye
opening but no significant delay in surface righting. None of these
studies tested for pivoting, walking or rope balance, three outcomes
that were significantly delayed in our GD7 and GD8 exposed mice
relative to their gavage controls.

Some of the discrepancies noted in the comparisons above may be
due to inter-species differences in sensorimotor development, which
occur earlier inmice than rats, thus possibly shifting the time of greatest
vulnerability (Allam and Abo-Eleneen, 2012); differences in treatment
time during neurulation (ours was on GD8:6 h and GD8:10 h, Enders
et al. treated at an unspecified time on GD8); and higher BECs due to
higher ethanol dose and intraperitoneal delivery. Overall, these findings
collectively confirm that ethanol treatment during the earliest stages
of brain development results in delayed sensorimotor and physical
development.

4.7. Possible neuroanatomical loci associated with delays

The purpose of the present study was to expand on the aforemen-
tioned behavioral studies by adding a lower ethanol dose. We found
widespread delays in alcohol treated animals in multiple neurobehav-
ioral outcomes. Because arrival at criterion performance for each test
requires sufficiently functioningmotor and sensory systems, it is impos-
sible to infer from abnormal behavior if one or both were affected by
treatment. Several prenatal histological studies using IP ethanol admin-
istration point to brain structures vulnerable to timing-specific ethanol
exposure, whichmay underlie the abnormal developmentwe observed.
These studies document motor system-specific neuronal loss after eth-
anol treatment during gastrulation in the septal area, striatum (caudate/
putamen), and frontal cortex (Sulik et al., 1984; Schambra et al., 1990;
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Ashwell and Zhang, 1996; Godin et al., 2010). Hypoplasia in these
structures after treatment of mice on GD7 is related to increased pro-
grammed cell death in the embryonic ectoderm, specifically the anterior
neural ridge, from which cortical and striatal progenitors arise (Dunty
et al., 2001; Sulik, 2005; Kilburn et al., 2006). Additionally, ethanol treat-
ment during gastrulation results in decreased numbers of neurons of
trigeminal sensory nuclei in rats (Mooney and Miller, 2007), and in
lower numbers of neurons in the trigeminal sensory nuclei and somato-
sensory cortex in macaques (Miller, 2007).

In contrast, ethanol exposure of mice during neurulation causes
excessive cell death in the developing trigeminal ganglion, in the apical
portion of the alar plate of the hindbrain fromwhich progenitors for the
vestibular nuclei and cerebellum arise, and at a later developmental
stage in a hypoplastic cerebellum (Kotch and Sulik, 1992b; Dunty
et al., 2001, 2002; Parnell et al., 2009).

To our knowledge, no histological studies have investigated the
effects of low dose acute ethanol exposure on the developing motor or
sensory systems. Studies are needed to correlate behavioral changes
with histological abnormalities in the same animal. Human studies
also point to neuroanatomical abnormalities and associated behavioral
delays in ethanol-exposed children. Various degrees of gross and fine
motor dysfunction and delays have been seen at different developmen-
tal stages of ethanol exposed children (see reviews by Mattson and
Riley, 1998; Riley and Mc Gee, 2005; Connor et al., 2006; Bay and
Kesmodel, 2011; Mattson et al., 2011). Children with FAS were signifi-
cantly delayed in their motor development and had significantly
lower fine motor scores relative to unexposed controls (Kalberg et al.,
2006). FAS children were also found to have significant delays in
response programming and movement times (Simmons et al., 2010).
Alcohol exposed childrenwithout FAS features, considered to be within
fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD), are also delayed in their motor
development compared to unexposed children, but less affected than
FAS children. Specific neuroanatomical insults in the motor system
have been found in both children with FAS and FASD. When regional
patterns of brain hypoplasia were studied with structural MRI in
juveniles with FAS and FASD, significant microcephaly and volume re-
ductions in the caudate nucleus, parietal cortex, and cerebralwhitemat-
ter were demonstrated in the FAS cohort, and volume reductions of
basal ganglia and parietal lobe approached significance in the FASD
children relative to nonexposed controls (Archibald et al., 2001). Addi-
tionally, childrenwith FASD have sensory processing deficits that corre-
lated with problem behaviors such as being anxious/depressed, having
somatic complaints, social and attention problems, and aggressive
behaviors (Franklin et al., 2008). Although these human studies point
to neuroanatomical insults that could underpin abnormal behavior,
they are confounded by unclear dosing and timing of ethanol exposure.
It is our hope that future histopathological–behavioral correlations in
humans and/or animal models, controlling for timing and dose of etha-
nol exposure,may better illustrate the temporal vulnerability of specific
neuroanatomical areas and behavioral ramifications.

4.8. Maturation span

Criterion outcome provided information on the mean time a group
needs to reach the set goal from the first day of recording a particular
test. However, we anecdotally noticed that some groups seemed to
start with a delay but then reached criterion at an accelerated or a
slower rate. Thus, we used the latency data to analyze the maturation
span of sensorimotor behavior development — the number of days a
sensorimotor behavior took to mature, from first consistent manifesta-
tion to arrival at criterion. In this analysis, we were interested in deter-
mining whether delayed pups “caught up” once sufficient neural
resources were in place to develop the behavior. We found as many
cases of delayed animals with delayed maturation (particularly for
pivoting), as therewere of delayed animalswith acceleratedmaturation
(particularly for thin rope). In general, we did not find a clear picture of
accelerated maturation after a delayed start, resulting in a normal crite-
rion outcome time.

4.9. Clinical meaning of delays

This study found significant delays in several tests, but are these
delays clinicallymeaningful? Because this study, to our best knowledge,
is the first study to document these norms, we extrapolated to human
time scale. The Jackson Laboratory gives a maturation rate for mice
during their first month as 150 times faster than humans (Flurkey
et al., 2007). As an example, Low7 and Low8 mice were delayed by
about 1.5 days relative to their respective controls in walking outcome.
Since the median age for human walking is 12.1 months, and failure to
walk by 18 months is a sign of developmental delay (WHOMulticentre
Growth Reference Study Group, 2006), the delay of 1.5 days observed in
treated mice would translate to 225 human days, or a median delayed
walking onset of around19.6months. Premature birth in themice treat-
ed on GD7 or GD8 resulted in a delay of 1.1 day, which would translate
to a delay of walking onset of 5.5 months, at 17.6 months. Thus, even
apparentminor delays inmice would translate to weeks-months differ-
ences on the human time scale. Despite these abnormalities, we cannot
assume that neonatal mice expressing developmental delays will go on
to show long-lasting abnormalities into adulthood. Future studies will
need to evaluate the long-term behavioral implications of developmen-
tal delays in similarly exposed mice.
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